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PACKING TIPS: HELPFUL HINTS TO MAKE PACKING EASIER
Recommended Packing Strategies to Prepare for the Moving Company

Use the smallest boxes possible for heavy and fragile items: books, dishes, glasses, crystal.

** Stay away from "dish barrels" for dishes, they are too big  and become too heavy and unsafe for 

   contents inside.

** try to keep boxes to 50 pounds or less

** Pack heavy items into smaller boxes and place lighter items together into larger boxes.

   (Don't pack all your books into one large box!!)

All boxes must be TAPED shut.  Please do not simply fold top closed.

We discourage the use of trash bags for packing.

**Bags can easily tear and ruin contents and are difficult to pack into the load

**Please use boxes or plastic totes with snap on lids only!

Label boxes containing fragile items with large lettering easily visible to the moving crew.

Pack china in the smallest boxes possible and if especially valuable, bubble wrap each piece.

Dresser drawers can remain full of CLOTHING only.

** Linens and towels are ok too, any other items (jewelry, paper, etc..)  must be removed.

** If the dresser is on narrow legs of any kind, then the entire contents must be emptied.

All drawers must be empty (except in dressers as noted above).

** desks

** nightstands

** hutch, etc…

All lamps, pictures and mirrors must be packed.

** Remove bulb and shade and pack separately.

** Floor lamps also need to be packed.

** Pictures and mirrors should be bubble wrapped or wrapped in paper pads and in appropriate boxes.

** Ask your mover if you cannot find boxes to accommodate.



TV's also  need to be packed, as well as  ALL components. 

** Components include: DVD players, VCR's, Stereo equipment, etc. Bubble wrap each piece and 

pack in original boxes when available.

** The same goes for computers: individually bubble wrap each piece and if original boxes are

   available pack in them.

**TV's should be packed like a picture, in bubble wrap and placed in a box (original if available)

Microwaves do not need to be packed. 

** Remove the turntable and pack it separately

Moving companies are not allowed to transport the following:

** anything flammable                           ** propane tanks                 **liquids

** anything combustible                        ** aerosols
** Please do not pack such items (hairspray cans, cooking spray, paint, matches, etc…) in your boxes.

Clothing in closets must be packed. 

**We will only bring wardrobe boxes if asked to do so prior to the move.

Properly pack your files:

**2-drawer file cabinets do not need to be emptied 

**4-drawer and any large lateral files should be empty- especially if the unit will be going up or down 

any stairs.

We can pack specific items which will be covered by which ever valuation option you choose.

**Anything we pack- we cover

Remember NOT to pack items you will need.

**medicine                                            **children's security items

**phone                                                **toiletries

**important papers

Label all your boxes in a system that is easy for you.  

**We recommend writing the room the box came out of in your old home and a brief list of the 

contents.  

**If your move is out of state you may want to write your last name on each box in case  your load will

be traveling with another shipment.

**Some customers devise a numbering system- use whatever works for you.

If you have any questions regarding packing certain items please call our office.

If you decide to have the Moving Company pack everything for you…

HELPFUL HINTS TO PREPARE YOUR HOUSE FOR THE PACKING CREW
Disconnect all computers, stereo set-ups, ad TV set-ups.  Bundle and label cords.

Designate a "Safe Zone" to place things you do not want packed (medicine, toiletries, important 

papers, phone) we are not familiar with your things and will pack everything!

Be available on pack day to answer questions from the crew


